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By S. Jihyung, S. Jihyung

Dark Horse Comics,U.S. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, XS Hybrid: Volume 2: Angel
Virus, S. Jihyung, S. Jihyung, A gamer fantasy comes true! Unlocking a secret level unleashes a
biomechanical virus makes human hosts of skilled players, converting them from shut-in geeks to
thuggish cool kids - Korean gangsters on motorbikes terrorizing the streets! But the virus has a
secret agenda, one that spans the globe, on the hunt for the most powerful "hybrid" humans, other
kids with viral identities hidden in their brains. This is the story of Chang and Mina, a couple of high
school teens who like pop music, skateboarding, and movies. But lately they've had run-ins with
violent attackers, and what are these robotic voices in their heads? Dark Horse continues it's
program of publishing the best in Korean manwha, with the second volume of "XS Hybrid"!.
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The publication is easy in read better to understand. It is writter in basic words and phrases rather than hard to understand. You wont truly feel monotony
at anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for about if you question me).
-- K a ya  Rippin-- K a ya  Rippin

It in a of the most popular publication. It is actually rally intriguing throgh looking at time period. Your daily life span is going to be change the instant you
total reading this publication.
-- Mr s. Sha nna  Ma nn-- Mr s. Sha nna  Ma nn
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